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Do you have a snubnose revolver? Do you want to know how to use it to defend your life?  If you â€”

or someone you love â€” owns a snubnose revolver for personal or home defense, this is the book

you need!  Protect Yourself With Your Snubnose Revolver teaches you the essential shooting skills

to defend yourself and your loved ones from harm. The snubnose revolver isnâ€™t out of date, and

it is still a formidable personal defense tool. This book shows you the why and the how of self

defense with the snubby!  As a self defense and shooting instructor, Iâ€™ve taken my experience

with the snubnose revolver and distilled it into this easy-to-read book full of tips, resources, and

specific instructions to help you master the quintessential defensive handgun.   Unique to this book

is a detailed practice regimen of specific exercises for learning the snubnose. They give you the

game plan to develop and maintain your snubby shooting skills! Even if youâ€™re just considering

buying your first snubnose revolver, this book will be a valuable reference.  In this book youâ€™ll

find:  Part 1: Safety First! The Universal Safety Rules Safe and Ready Storage  Part 2: The

Snubnose Revolver Virtues and Vices of the Snubby Manual of Arms Defensive Ammunition for the

Snubnose  Part 3: Defensive Shooting Concepts The Goal of Defensive Shooting Context: the

Least Understood Word in Self Defense Expecting the Unexpected: Possible, Plausible, and Likely

Being Efficient Counter-Ambush Methodology Making Decisions Consolidating Your Skills Accuracy

and Precision Balance of Speed and Precision  Part 4: Defensive Shooting Skills Natural Threat

Reactions Ready Position Grasp Stance Extension Trigger Control Unsighted Fire Using the Sights

Reloading Drawing & Reholstering  Part 5: Skill-Building Exercises A Quick Note About Targets

Range Safety and Etiquette Grasp Pressure Exercise Extend-Touch-Fire Exercise One At A Time

Exercise Multiple Shots Exercise Draw From Holster Exercise Sighted Fire Exercise BSP (Balance

of Speed & Precision) Exercise One Hand Defense Exercise Moving Point of Aim Exercise

Implausible Distance Exercise The importance of a training partner Special Considerations for

Restricted Ranges Dry Practice  Part 6: Putting Your Snubby to Work Modifying for Better Function

Concealed Carry Holsters and Carry Methods Drawing From Concealment Home Defense  You

wonâ€™t find a more comprehensive guide to using the snubby for the job it was designed: self

defense! No matter what the brand or caliber of your snubnose revolver, Protect Yourself With Your

Snubnose Revolver will help you learn how to use it efficiently and effectively.
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This book is 5 stars if you are new to self defense shooting and handguns in general. I like Grant

Cunningham because he is realistic and down to earth. This book isn't filled with a lot of "tactical"

stuff. its written for people who have a normal life, go to work every day, and feel they need a

firearm for protection. Contrary to most current gun writers, Grant likes revolvers for personal

protection. I think his reasoning is excellent. Revolvers are safe, easy to use, intuitive and even

people in your family who really don't have much interest in guns will be able to use them effectively

with minimum training and practice.If you have some experience with handguns and already have

your own opinions as to gun type, caliber, etc, then this book will seem overly simple to you and you

will probably not learn much new stuff. But if you need to know about handguns to defend your

family and don't have a lot of experience this book is just about the best you can get.

Snubnose revolvers are probably the most controversial self-defense guns around. They're top

sellers every year to novice gun owners attracted by their simplicity and small size, yet are also

attacked as being too difficult for anyone but experts to shoot well.Revolver expert Grant

Cunningham understands this novice appeal,and has written a great "one-stop" book for the snub

buyer. It manages to cover:1) general concepts of armed self-defense,2) technical instruction on

how to shoot these difficult guns with maximum efficiency,3) maintenance and modification, and4)

detailed shooting drills for the reader's skill development.All of this is written in a clear, logical style

without the macho chest pounding that detract from a lot of gun books. A must-buy for citizens who

have chosen to rely on a snubnose revolver for protection.

I have been shooting revolvers for over 30 years. Although I found some of the information in the



beginning chapters to lean a little toward the basic side, there still were some useful nuggets of

information: such as how to use the skimpy sights on a snubby with ageing eyes, for example. Later

in the book, I feel the chapters on various drills will be the most useful for me. Finally, while some of

the suggestions in the Home Defense chapter seem to go against conventional wisdom, everything

makes perfect sense from a perspective of what is actually plausible. So whether you are a

beginner or a seasoned old hand with snubnose revolvers you will find plenty of useful information

in this book. I have a feeling I will be referring to it often.

Grant Cunningham put a great book together. It's all about snubnoses, but a lot of the information

would apply to any concealed carry pistol or revolver. In this day of pistol proliferation, the snubnose

revolver unfairly gets short shrift. There are many advantages to the snubnose. They are very

concealable. They are very reliable. They are simple to operate. And, they easily fulfill the

requirements, God forbid, of most defensive encounters. The author gives you several simple but

effective exercises to improve and evaluate your snubnose skills.The book is well-organized and

easy to read. I believe this book belongs in every "pistolero's" library. Even if you don't have a

snubnose, or have merely considered getting one, you'll find this book chock full of good

information. Two thumbs up!

Inconoclastic firearms trainer and gunsmith Grant Cunningham writes in a direct, readable and

no-nonsense style that is refreshing and clear. He lays out the pros and cons of using a snubby,

and then walks you through the how with techniques he's seen to work. This book is everything the

cover says it is, delivered in well-written prose. A classic, and must for the thinking gun-person's

bookshelf.

I haven't finished reading it but can tell that I'll read it again as soon as I am finished with it the first

time. You can tell the author has a lot of experience with the snubbies and gives a very fair and

balanced review of there pro's and con's. He goes into detail about how to handle the weapon. I'm

taking mine out of the safe because I feel more comfortable having it for self-defense which I hope I

never need to use.

Cunningham writes in a no nonsense manner, covering all the information anyone who decides to

get a gun for defense needs to know. This book is chock full of information. Highly recommended.



For those who CCW a revolver, this information is critical. Well written and easily understood. There

is something even for the experienced revolver shooter.
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